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                                  Abstract

   The effectiveness of a new numerical scheme of open boundary proposed by Hino

(1989), is investigated using of a long wave solution. In the case of one-dimensional

propagation in which the waves propagate normal to the open boundary, this scheme

predicts almost exact values of the waves transmitting through the boundary. But in

the case of two-dimensional propagation, in which the waves propagate obliquely to the

open boundary, the estimation by this scheme include significant errors dependent on

the phase of waves at the boundary and the incident angle to it. These errors create a

artificial refiection. Under an assumption of a steady wave field after the calculation of

suMcient number of time steps, the reflection coeMcient can be obtained analytically

and its correctness can be confirmed in a numerical manner.

                               1. Introduetion

   In numerical simulation of propagation of long waves in coastal region, such as

tsunami, storm surges and tidal fiow etc., it is at times necessary to place an artificial

boundary in the ocean, through which the waves are required to propagate freely, This

type of artificial boundary is referred to as an open boundary in this paper.

   There are many numerical schemes prescribing this open boundary. Which may be

categorized into three types; (1) the superposition method with Dirichlet type and

Neumann type boundary conditions, (2) the absorption method with the Sommerfeld

radiation condition, and (3) the viscous damping (or sponge) method. But each

method has its own problems such as (1) complexity of the scheme and its calculation,

especially when there are open boundaries that are not limited to one, (2) lack of data

regarding wave number vector, and (3) artificial reflection from the sponge layer. The

reader should refer a review by Hino (1988), for example.

    Recently a numerical scheme of open boundary were proposed by Hino and Nakaza

(1988, 1989). This method may be categorized in type (1) mentioned above, and

appeas very simple in the physical sense and in the numerical scheme itself. He also

emphasized that in his method one is not required to consider the incident angle of

waves to the open boundary even in the case of two-dimensional propagation. But

there still remains a slight uncertainty.

    The purpose of this paper is to check the effectiveness of Hino's scheme by use of

a long wave solution, In this paper, only staggered (spatially) and leap-frog (tempor-

ally) system is investigated. In onedimensional propagation, his scheme can be
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confirmed to satisfy the requirement of open boundary proficiently. In two-dimensional

propagation, his scheme has a dual variations. But it is found that each variation

includes significant errors depending o-n the phase of waves at the boundary and incident

angle there of. As mentioned in the abstract, these errors create an artificial reflection

from the open boundary and will contaminate the computational region.

    To investigate this artificial refiection in detail, reflection coefficient is analytically

derived under an assumption of a steady wave field This reflection coeflicient can be

confirmed to be correct in a numerical manner.

              2. The pmimciple of Hino's scheme of open boundary

    The principle of Hino's rpethod can be briefiy explained as follows. Assuming that

the water elevation and the mass fiux have been calculated as a freely transmitted

wave at the open boundary till the time step n. To estimate the water elevation at the

next time step n+1, a temporary rigid wall is instantly placed on that boundary. If

the water elevations are calculated in this situation, its value will be composed of the

incident wave and the reflected one and will be two fold in value of the elevation of

incident wave. Therefo.re the water elevation at the next time step should be estimated

to be half the value calculated under that virtual condition.

                3. Error on the open boumdary im one tiwae step

3.1 Finite dij7ierence scheme and long wave solution .
    The finite difference representation of the mass conservation is described in a stag-

gered and leap-frog system under the long wave or the shallow water approximation as

                     n+1 n-1                     t,j-,,jmMP.,,j-MP.,,j+NP,j-,-NP,j.i ･･                                                                          (1)                       idt- ds
where M and N denote the mass flux between one grid size As in x and y direction,

respectively. op denotes the water surface elevation, i and j is the spatial grid number

in x and y direction. n is the time step number.

The water elevation and the mass flux of a Iong wave may be represented as

           Kii-iS6",(ii.X6+,Il･l.Y(I.W+t).y-abt),N=csin6sinax+myrmblt)) ' (?)

where C is the wave velocity. 6 is the incident angle so that cos 6 :1/k and sin6--m/

k with k, the wave number.

3. 2 One dimensional case

    We assume that the waves propagate in x direction (6=O, N=O) and the open

boundary is located at x=(i+1)ids. Applying Hino's principle into this case with the

temporary rigid wall (Mf+i,j=O) the water elevation at t= (n+1)idt is

                          op-",,"i--}(SgMp-,,,+ijr,ri) (3)

Here after, a valuable with the sign tilde denotes the one calculated from a numerical

scheme, such as Eq.(3). Substituting Eq.(2) into the right hand side of Eq.(3)
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          ij"i,,ti==-lli-[ididstcsin{k(i-f)gs-blnidt}+sin{kids-bl(n-1)idt}]

                                                                          (4)
              =sin(kins-blnidt)

              = rp P,,

with as/idt =C= bl/k

Therefore Eq.(4) states that the scheme (3) does not predict the water elevation at the

time step n+1 but at the time step n. But if the time interval th is chosen to be

sufficiently small, this error on the water elevation at the time step n+1 may be negli-

gible.

3. 3 7levo dimensional case

   As mentioned in the introduction, Hino's scheme may heve dual variations in two

dimensional case. They are classified into two types.

    In the first type, he assumed that the water elevation could be decomposed into x

and y components. Then his principle is applied only to x components when the open

boundary is located parallel to the y axis. But there may be further slight variations

regarding the treatment of water elevation, because of uncertainty of his assumption of

decomposition.

Scheme I -1: op,",,: i contributes to y component

               op-x=-ll Sst Mp-i= -} (cos 6sin e- .tit cos26 cos e)

               ij"y= Sst (Nf,jmi-Np,j.i)+op,n,,-i (5)

                 = T2bl` lt sin26 cos 0+sin e+ wAt cos e

Scheme I -2: opi",j" contributes to x component

             ty'-x =t( idA,t M?-i+ op rfj")

                                                         '              = -ll- (cos 6sin e- blidt cos26 cos e+sin o+ blidt cos e) (6)

             - At             opy = ds (N",j-ila NEj+i) = -2bltat sin26 cos o

where 0==ilids+jmAs-nblth with 1ris<1, mids<1 and blidt<1. And then, in both cases

                              op'=op- itj"i= ty'-.+ n'V, (7)
On the other hand, the water elevation of long wave solution Eq. (2) is;

                          n= ij Lij" =sin O- bl`dt cosO (8)
Fig.1 shows the error Er= opAV- ij against the phase of waves at the open boundary with

the incident angle as a parameter. The curve at the left end of the top line of each a)

and b) is the water elevation on the boundary. These figures state that both schemes I

-1 and I-2 have same significant errors. But scheme I-I is relatively effective when

the waves propagate parallel to the boundary and scheme I-2 is such that when the

waves propagate normal to the boundary.

    In the second type, the temporary rigid wall is assumed to be located in both direc-

tions of x and y on the open boundary to avoid the uncertainty of the decomposition of

                            'water elevation. '
Scheme II-1
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           op'-ftj'i=-ll-(mA,t(Mp.,,j+Nr,jL,)+op,",ri]

              == Disin e =DiijP,j

2 cos a- rr 4+1

     2
 the estimation on water elevation at the

times the water elevation at the time step

Scheme I-2

(9)

where Di =

In this

coefficient

case,

  D,
 time step n+1

n. Therefore if

 becomes the

the difference
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between ij"'i and ry" is sufficiently small, Di mainly contributes to the effectiveness of

this scheme. a) of Fig.2 shows Di against the incident angle, It is found that this

scheme is relatively effective when the waves come from the right hand side to the

boundary.

    To avoid this asymmetry of scheme II-1, it can be easily imagined to take an

average of the estimations of the type of scheme II-1 with the temporary r.igid walls

placed on the right hand side and the left hand side.

Scheme II-2
      op-,e,+i=-ill-[-S-(2,t(M,n-,,,+Np,,.,)+ijin,j-i)+-Ili-(tsid,t(Mp-i,j-Nr,,-i)+opin,j-')] ao)

          = D2sin 0

where D2= (cos 6+1)/2

b) of Fig.2 shows D2 against the incident angle. In this case, the effectiveness of this

       a) Di
SCHffMff 2-- 1

1

-PI/2 PI!2 cleel ta

b)
SCHffME 2-2

D,

1

-PI!2

Ng. 2 CoeMcient of errors,

    o6
a): Scheme II-1 and b):

PI/2 delte

Scheme II-2
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      ' a)advantageousconfiguration
                b) disadvantageous configuration

scheme has a symmetry to the open boundary as expected.

   To check the analysis mentioned above, some calculation were performed. Fig.3

is one example using scheme II-1 as the open boundary. The incident wave comes

into the computational region from the left hand side of the figure and the sides BC and

DC are the open boundaries. In a) of the figure, the temporary rigid walls were arran-

ged in an advantageous manner on both sides BC and DC. But in b) this wall were

arranged in the disadvantageous manner on the BC side. As a result, undesirable

refiection took place from the BC side and distorted the incident waves.

      4. Genemalization of Hino's schervie amd artifieial refiection coeMcient

   Four types of variations of Hino's scheme were investigated in the previous section.

In these variations, the water elevation on next time step were estimated from the

previous water elevation and three neighboring mass fluxes. In this sense, we can gen-

eralize the Hino's scheme'
                     '
                                 '                op-ft,+i=Sg(criMP-,,j+a2NP,,-,+cv3NF,,.,)+cu,op,n,,:i . (11)

The.errors of this scheme from the long wave solution can be calculated along the

same way of the previous section. These errors are produced in one time step calcula-

tion and will be carried to the next time step on the open boundary through the numeri-

cal scheme Eq.(11) and inside the computational region through the general finite

difference scheme. Then they will be added to the new errors on the boundary at this

new time step, and so on. As a result, these errors create artificial reflected waves.

To analyze how these reflected waves develop as the calculation proceeded, may be

quite difficult, because of the unsteadiness in the beginning of the calculation. But

when the calculation has been proceeded a suthcient number of time steps, jt conld be
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assumed that the incident and reflected waves have formed a steady wave field. In this

case, the incident and reflected waves should exactly satisfy the Eq. (11), together.

Then this condition will determine the refiection coeracient.

   The open boundary is assumed to be located at the same place as that of the previ-

ous section at x=(i+1)ids. The incident and reflected waves are represented in the

same way of Eq.(2) with subscripts I and R, denoting incident and reflected waves,

respectively.

           I:i-isll,ln8ig,;(m,.y.-l:i)-.,),,.,,.-,i?-,,,.(,...,-.,)i (i2)

    :Mop:-:-R-Sk"iici,Xi.+(M-YiE+bl.t+yl).t+.),,N=R-i?-csin(-ix+my-ldt+if)) (i3)

                    rp=iop+Rn,M=iM+RM,N==iN+RN (14)
Substituting Eq.(14) into Eq.(11) with Eq.(12) and (I3), we obtain the water elevation

at next time step n+1.

                7'7""i,,+･i=i7-7ft,+･i+R7'7'ni,j+i

                                                                      (15)
                   =Pisin e+P2cos 0+R P3sin 0'+R P2cos 0'

wherePi={6(ait+ev2LE[}+ev3-il]')+ev4}

     P2==7{-cri(t)2-cr2(?)2+a3(:)2+ev4}

     P3={fi(-ait+ev2ml?+ev3su{?)+cr4}

with e'==o+if, p/C= idt/tis, 7== bltat

On the other hand, the water elevation of the long wave solution at the same time step

is given from Eq.(12) and (13).

                opP,j" ==sin O- oidt cosO+Rsin O'+Rbl`lt cos e' (16)
That Eq.(15) is equal to Eq.(16) must be satisfied for all values of y and t. This lead

us to the evaluation of the reflection coeflicient.

                R= (Piml)2+(P2+y)2/ (P3-1)2+(P2+7)2 (17)
   The solid curves of Fig.4 and 5 show the reflection coeMciet against the incident

angle, Eq.(17), of the scheme II-1 with P and 7 as parameters. Fig.6 shows that of

the scheme II-2. The refiection coefficient of the scheme II-1 is asymmetric con-

cerned with the incident angle as expected from the previouzs analysis and appears to

have reasonable values except that at 6 =rr/2 where the refiection coethcient takes

large value. In the case of 6=rr/2, the wave propagates parallel to and advantageous

direction to the open boundary. The analysis of the previous section states that the

error produced within one time step is very small with the small value of idt.

   To confirm the correctness of the result of the reflection coeMcient, two or more

numerical simulations were performed. The incident waves come into the
computational region ABCD (see Fig.7 and 8) through the boundary AD with a suit-

able incident angle. The side AB is a open boundary to be checked. The error

produced within one time step can be given from Eq.(15) and Eq.(16);
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                   77E=iop7,ri-,ij7,j+i=(1-P,)smo-(7+P,)cose (ls)
Therefore only this error, Eq.(18), was added to each time step along the side AB,

instead of giving the original incident wave itself on side AD. The scheme II-1 were

installed on each boundary and a general finite difference scheme was used inside the

computational region Then the only artificial reflected waves can be seen in this simu-

lation After sufficient time steps of computation, the wave field could be confirmed to

be almost stationary.
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    Fig.7 shows the propagation and the development of the artificial reflection when

the waves attack the open boundary at the angle rr/4, and Fig 8 at the angle rr/2

(waves are propagating parallel to the open boundary). Both are up to 120 time steps.

The amplitudes of these reflected waves were measured numerically and the refiection

coeMcients were calculated. The circles in Fig.4 and 5 are the reflection coefficients

calculated in this simulation

    They have good agreements with the refiection coefficients obtained analytically
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From this investigation, it is found that when the waves propagate almost parallei to

an open boundary even in the advantageous direction, the errors produced on the open

boundary tend not to diverge inside the computational region but to accumulate Aear

the boundary. Therefore the refiection coefficient becomes large even though the error

within one time step is small.

                                5. Conclusion

  (1) The errors of Hino's open boundary scheme from the long wave soiution within

one time step were evaluated. The errors were found to depend on the incident angle

of waves to the open boundary.

  (2) The reflection coefficient of reflected waves created by the errors on the general-

ized open boundary scheme were analyzed under the assumption of a steady wave fieid.

Applying this analysis to Hino's scheme, it was found that when the waves propagated

parallel to the open boundary, the errors tended to accumulate on the open boundary

and create large reflected waves.

  (3) When a specified sea or a bay is chosen to be investigated, a suitable scheme of

open bouundary must be chosen under the consideration on the direction of the waves

and position of the open boundary.

  (4) Using the representation of the reflection coefficient, Eq.(17), the most suitable

coethcient of the general expression of open boundary scheme Eq.(11) may be possible

to be determined by means of the least square method.
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